BASEL II PILLAR & BASEL III REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2013
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
recommended revised international capital
adequacy standards in 2004, referred as the
Basel II capital framework or the revised capital
framework. The framework consists of three
pillars.
 Pillar
1
makes
recommendations
for
calculation of minimum capital requirements.
 Pillar 2 discusses the key principles of
supervisory review and risk management
guidance.
  
       
Basel II by requiring a range of disclosures on
capital and risk assessment processes, aimed
at encouraging and reinforcing market
discipline.

2. SCOPE
Ahli Bank SAOG (The Bank) prepares this report
in accordance with the Basel II Accord in
conjunction with and as per the directive of the
Central Bank of Oman (CBO). The major
highlights of the regulations are:
          
capital adequacy ratio of 12% on a
consolidated basis.
   ! "    #  
from the Central Bank of Oman to operate its
Islamic Banking Window under Al Hilal
Islamic Banking Services (Al Hilal) and
commenced operations through a network of
dedicated Islamic branches. Al Hilal is also
required to maintain a capital adequacy ratio
of 12% for its operations.
$   
Basel II Banking Accord for which capital is
reserved for:
- Market Risk:&
of losses in, on and off balance sheet
positions arising from movements in market
prices. Main factors contributing to market
risk are equity, interest rate, foreign
exchange and commodity risk.
- Credit Risk:'
that a counter party will not settle an
obligation for full value, either when due or at
any time thereafter.
- Operational Risk:*  
as the risk of direct or indirect loss resulting

from inadequate or failed internal processes,
people, and systems or from external events.
Operational risk is new to the Basel Accord.
+/   ' 5 "
Bank is required to provide timely, accurate,
relevant and adequate disclosures of
qualitative and quantitative information that
enables users to assess its activities and risk
 6 $      
required to be submitted to the CBO on a
quarterly basis, not later than 21 days from
the end of each quarter.
 $          78  
Policy” for disclosure of information that it
makes available to the general public as well
as to the regulatory bodies. This policy is
framed to enhance transparency about its
activities and promote good governance. Ahli
Bank SAOG makes information publicly
available in accordance with its policy on
disclosure of information and applicable
regulations.

3. CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
The primary objectives of the Bank’s capital
management is to ensure that the Bank
complies with externally imposed capital
requirements and that the Bank maintains
strong credit ratings and a healthy capital ratio
in order to support its business and to maximize
shareholders value.
The Bank has following credit ratings at
present:
Capital Intelligence
Long Term Rating: BBB+
Short Term Rating: A2
Outlook: Stable
Fitch

Long Term Rating: BBB+
Short Term Rating: F2
Outlook: Stable

The
process
of
assessing
the
capital
requirements of the Bank commences with the
compilation of the annual business plan by
individual business units which are then
consolidated into the annual budget plan of the
Bank. The annual budget plan provides an
estimate of the overall growth in assets, its

    ;  <6
Strategic business objectives and future capital
needs are assessed within this framework.
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Normally, the Bank employs capital rationing
techniques to allocate capital for each of the
Bank’s business risk departments in order to
optimize returns.
=      
put in place to raise and retain capital, under the
terms of the framework. The Bank also manages
its capital structure and makes adjustments to it
in the light of changes in economic conditions
and the risk characteristics of its activities. In
order to maintain or adjust the capital structure,
the Bank may adjust the amount of dividend
payment to shareholders or issue return capital
to shareholders or issue capital securities.
The Bank’s Finance department monitors and
reports the planned versus actual position, to
ensure that the Bank is always adequately
capitalized. Risk weighted assets and capital are
monitored by the Risk Management department
also periodically to assess the quantum of
capital available to support assets growth and
optimally deploy capital to achieve targeted
returns.
The Bank’s capital structure consists of Tier I
capital (paid-up equity capital and reserves) and
Tier II capital, which includes unsecured,
non-convertible subordinated bonds and loans
and collective provisions and reserves for credit
risk. There is no innovative or complex capital
instrument in the capital structure of the Bank.

Tier I capital
Tier II capital

RO ‘000s
167,592
32,999

Capital adequacy
The Bank uses a prudential building-block
approach as the measurement technique to
assess capital adequacy for current and future
activities, which is compared with the
consolidated eligible capital.
The Bank’s capital management framework sets
 " "    
in a coordinated and consistent manner. Its
objective is to maximize its return on capital
and, at the same time, provide an adequate
cushion to cover any unexpected losses. The
Bank manages its capital in an integrated
manner with the aim of maintaining strong
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capital ratios and high ratings. This calls for a
balanced approach: maintaining capital levels
       #  ;   
shareholders; meeting the requirements of
regulators,
rating
agencies
and
other
stakeholders (including deposit holders and
senior creditors), and supporting future business
growth. The cost of capital and its composition in
terms of its quality and stability is also
considered.
The Bank follows a capital adequacy framework
to link the Bank’s annual budget projections and
the capital required to achieve business
objectives. It is determined by the Bank’s
strategic planning objectives and capital
planning framework. Capital requirements are
assessed for credit, operational, market,
liquidity and interest rate risks. The Bank follows
the standardized approach for implementing
Basel II and adopts rating from CBO’s
recognized four External Credit Assessment
Institutions (ECAI), namely Moody’s, Standard &
Poors, Fitch and Capital Intelligence, for
calculating the risk on its sovereign and bank
exposures.

Tier II Capital
In 2010 The Bank came out with its maiden Tier
II capital issue of OMR 40 million comprising of
a Private Placement (December 2010) of RO 35
million subordinated, non-convertible and
unsecured Bonds (“Bonds”) at an Issue Price of
RO 1.005 per Bond (RO 0.005 for issue
expenses) and RO 5 million of Subordinated
Loan (October 2010).
The Bonds were issued at a coupon of 5.50%
p.a. for a Tenor of 7 years with a call option to
redeem the bonds at the end of 5 years from the
date of allotment. The Subordinated loan of RO
Five Million was accepted at 5.75% for a tenor of
7 years.
The Bonds and the loan constitute direct,
unconditional, subordinated and unsecured
obligations of the Issuer, ranking pari-passu
without any preference among themselves and
equally with all other existing and future
unsecured and subordinated obligations of the
Issuer save for such obligations that may be
preferred by provisions of law that are
mandatory and of general application.

Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment
Process (ICAAP)
In addition to Pillar I under the Base Case, the
Bank also calculates the internal capital
requirements for Pillar II risks (i.e. liquidity risk,
Interest Rate Risk, concentration risk and other
risks including strategic, reputational, legal
risks, etc.), and has completed the ICAAP
exercise for years 2012-2016.

Liquidity Risk
The Bank measures capital requirement based
on three different liquidity measures:
i.
Liquid assets to total assets ratio - The
Bank calculates additional capital charges if the
ratio
falls
below
some
pre-determined
thresholds.
6
5<   V 
to calculate liquidity risk capital requirement
     "    
assets and liabilities into different time bands
and additional capital for this approach is
calculated as the interest cost required to raise
funds to address the largest net cumulative gap.
iii.
Total Loans to Deposit ratio - The Bank
        
acceptable ratio, and accordingly allocate a
capital charge based on the breach that occur to
any of those limits. Currently, the Bank has
      X$8    #
capital charges (in term of percentage of total
assets).

Interest Rate Risk in the Banking Book
The Bank monitors its interest rate risk in the
banking book through performing repricing gap
analysis of interest rate sensitive assets and
liabilities. Under repricing gap analysis, the
Bank distributes interest rate sensitive assets
and liabilities into time bands according to their
 Z [ \     ;  
[  ;Z] ;\6$^ 
the gap for a given time period – that is assets
minus liabilities that reprice or mature within
that time band – gives an indication of the
Bank’s repricing risk exposure.
The Bank evaluates the effect of a parallel shift
in yield curve on its economic value by applying
  [ 
   <
assumed parallel change in interest rates to the
gap under each time band.

Concentration Risk
Concentration risk arises from exposure to a
common set of factors that can produce losses
large enough to threaten the Bank’s health or
ability
to
maintain
its
core
business.
Concentration risk can arise from large
exposure to counterparty, a sector or country.
Concentration risk can be mitigated by
formulating limits, by a thorough check on
counterparty’s quality or adequate collateral
support etc.
As part of ICAAP, thresholds for exposure
concentrations has been set up, this will trigger
additional capital requirements based on
concentration in terms of large exposures to
counterparties, sector exposure concentration
(excluding retail lending) and geographical
exposure concentration (other than to Oman).

Other Risks
The Bank is also exposed to other risks such as
reputational risk, strategic risk, business cycle
risk, legal risk, residual risk, settlement risk etc.
However, currently these risks are not
;     "  "   
adequate capital buffer for the above risks,
additional capital of 1% of the Pillar 1
risk-weighted exposures is set aside under the
ICAAP process.

Stress Testing
ICAAP process is divided into a base case and
stressed scenarios. The Bank has assumed
three different kinds of stress scenarios, namely
Mild, Medium and Severe. These stress
scenarios differ in terms of stress event impact
level (Mild being the lowest and Severe being
the highest).
The following stress scenarios are applied:
 Rise in NPL by % of direct credit facilities
     =&_   
become NPLs

  ;  

 Decline in prices of the Bank’s portfolio of
investments
 Appreciation / depreciation of local currency
against all other currencies
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 Increase in cost of funding due toreputational
risk

Primary responsibility for the management of
risk lies with the business and operational areas
responsible for the generation of risk exposure.
Risk management provides an in-depth check
against risk decisions and an ongoing platform
to evaluate, monitor and sanction risk at the
individual transaction and overall portfolio level.

Risk Management Structure
 Branch generated
 <

less

than

expected

4. RISK MANAGEMENT OF THE BANK
Risk Management Principles

The Bank’s risk management department
reports directly to the Executive Risk Committee
(a Board Committee).
The Bank’s Risk Management includes the
following four elements:

The Bank has a separate Risk Management
Department which was established in the year
2007 to support the new business model of
commercial banking. The Risk Management
Department closely monitors the Bank’s core
risk areas and reports to the Executive Risk
Committee (a Board level committee).
The primary goal of risk management is to
~<  "
its trading positions, and its credit and
operational activities do not expose it to losses
that
could
threaten
its
survival.
Risk
Management assists in ensuring that risk
exposures do not become excessive, relative to
~     6
The Bank manages the risks effectively and
  <
; 
;  
integral part of commercial banking business.
This emphasizes a clear understanding of
business requirements in terms of products,
clients, delivery capabilities, competition,
regulatory environment, shareholder values and
the global economic environment leading us to
identifying the various associated risks.
#;" [  
be to formulate policies and procedures taking
into account regulatory requirements and best
international practices, so as to monitor and
control the risks within pre-determined
acceptable limits.
The key to this approach is the creation of a
responsive organization structure around each
of these risk categories with appropriate
delegated authority to deliver in line with the
business objectives approved by the Board of
Directors.
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Risk Measurement

Risk Monitoring

Risk Control

Risk framework
The Bank has set up policies and measures to
assess capital adequacy in terms of CBO
regulations, which have been approved by the
Board of Directors. Under these, the Bank
    ;    "  
         
 
material risks to which it is exposed.
The Board of Directors ensures that the senior
management establishes a framework that
" "
     
#; 6} # 
credit, market, operational, interest rate and
liquidity risk. The risk management department
       
[   "       
necessary to measure, monitor, and report
these risks on a timely basis.
The
following
Board
and
Management
committees manage and control material risks
to the Bank:
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Policies and Procedures:
The Board of Directors under its terms of
reference, controls and directs the Bank on
behalf of the shareholders, its conduct of
business, setting objectives and strategy by
establishing policies under which the Bank
operates. The Board of Directors approve the
Bank’s
risk
appetite,
risk
management
strategies, policies and the framework for their
effective implementation and control, including
delegated
authorities
to
the
Executive
Committee and Management to approve all risk
exposures. In this context, the Board of
Directors has approved the following policies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Anti-Money Laundering Manual
Personal Account Dealing Policy
New Product Committee and Procedures
Voice Recording Policy
Compliance Policy
Communications Policy
Corporate Governance Policy
Corporate Social Responsibility Policy
Dividend Policy
Expenses Policy
Capital Management Policy
Disclosure Policy
Board Remuneration Policy
Financial Institutions Policy
Human Resources Policy
Outsourcing Policy
Code of Business Conduct
Information Security Management Policy
Business Continuity Management
Credit and Investment Policy
Operational Risk Policy & Procedure
Anti-Fraud Policy & Procedure
Liquidity Policy
Trading Book Policy
Risk Management-Approach & Framework
Social and Environment Management
System
Security and Safety Policy and Plan
Asset Management Policy
Brokerage Policy
FATCA Policy

31. Customer Complaints Redressal Policy
6 8<   
33. Charity Policy
34. Zakah Policy
35. Cost Sharing Policy
36. Segregation of Funds Policy
All policies are subject to periodical reviews.
Any change in law or regulation is deemed to be
automatically
adopted
and
implemented
immediately upon its issuance (i.e. prior to the
      ;
  
procedure).

5. CREDIT RISK
Credit Risk Principles
'   
    
loss resulting from customers / counterparties
failing to honor the terms of their contracts. It
also includes the risk of loss in portfolio value as
a result of migration from lower risk to higher
risk categories. The Bank evaluates both
settlement and pre-settlement credit risk at the
customer level, across all products of the Bank.
'   
 ;    
by the Bank, and proactive management is
critical to the Bank’s long-term success.
The Bank has a comprehensive due diligence
system for approving credit facilities, and well     ; 
counter-party, group, economic sector, and
country levels.
All corporate, bank and sovereign credit
requires independent credit risk review to be
approved by Credit & Investment Committee.
Wherever group exposure exceeds a certain
limit, it requires Executive and Credit
Committee approval. Any Board of Directors’
related credit is approved strictly in accordance
with Central Bank of Oman requirements. Retail
credit exposure in excess of a stipulated limit is
approved by Risk Management Department.
} &;    ~ 
risk appetite in line with the Bank’s strategic
direction. A well-established process exists to
ensure the allocation of capital for the total
credit risk to be assumed by the Bank; and
measuring the actual use of capital at portfolio
level.
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With regard to credit culture, Risk Management
ensures
that
the
appropriate
policies,
guidelines, processes and procedures exist to
cover all business areas of credit risk. It also
ensures the consistent application of credit
standards through a diligent Credit Review
function and post approval review of loans
through a Loan Review Mechanism (LRM)
function and the periodic review and updating of
credit policies, guidelines and procedures.
The Bank also has a robust system of
borrowers’ risk ratings that assesses the risk of
corporate borrowers and monitors ratings
changes periodically.

Credit Risk Management
Credit risk management maximizes the Bank’s
risk-adjusted rate of return by maintaining
credit
risk
exposure
within
acceptable
parameters. Credit risk makes up the largest
part of the Bank’s risk exposure. The Bank has
         
different dimensions of credit risk including
concentration risk. Credit risk is addressed by
the Bank by performing the following
procedures:
 Establishing a sound credit granting process
 Maintaining
an
appropriate
credit
administration, monitoring and reporting
process
 Ensuring monitoring of the adequacy of
controls over credit risk
X; 
Transaction risk is concerned with the credit risk
of a single counter-party. Risk Management
ensures that credit is underwritten according to
approved standards and that all risks are
highlighted in the credit risk review, including
policy exceptions. It includes analyzing and
reporting on the nature of on- and off-balance
sheet counter-party exposure (size, tenor,
complexity and liquidity), including secured and
unsecured credit facilities.
Credit facility risk is a part of portfolio credit risk
management. Portfolio risk arises because of
high positive correlation between individual
credit facilities. This may include:

    [   ; ; "
sectors, groups, counter-parties or rating
categories;
 interaction with other risk such as interest
rate, FX rate and economy;
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    Z<  ~ 
migration, weighted average portfolio risk,
non-performing loan).

Past due credit exposures
$      

[    #       #
provisions in line with the Circular 977 “Master
'  }'   # ;
issued by the Central Bank of Oman dated 25
September 2004.
=     #     
#
non-performing loans. To ensure that the credit
risk is effectively managed, the Bank has a
well-established and comprehensive credit risk
management policy framework covering the
entire credit spectrum, to ensure the incidence
of non-performing loans is minimized.

Structure for credit risk approval
Board of Directors

Executive Credit Committee
(A Board committee)

Credit & Investment
Committee

Special Assets
Committee

Level 1 Approval
Authority
Level 2 Approval
Authority

The Bank has set up internal limits and approval
authorities at various Management and Board
Level Committees or the full Board of Directors
based on the product category like Commercial
Banking Lending, Country Limits or Limits for
lending to Banks / FIs or Sovereigns and also
lending related to the Bank’s brokerage
activities, the legal nature of the borrowers and
their credit risk rating. In the case of a ‘split
rating’ from approved external rating agencies
such as S&P, Fitch or Moody’s the lower rating
normally applies.
The Credit & Investment Policy sets limit criteria
for individual exposure, group exposure,
internal limits for aggregate exposure to
different risk ratings, country limits and
economic sector limits.

Business with any counter-party does not
commence until a credit line has been
approved. A strict credit approval process also
exists with authority levels delegated to ensure
    <6'  
proposals cover an assessment of the country’s
political and economic risks and its credit
;  6=     
shall be through credit application on a case by
case basis.

additional collateral in accordance with the
underlying agreement in case of shortfall. The
Bank also periodically reviews the collateral
cover for determining the adequacy of the
allowance for impairment losses. The fair value
of collateral that the Bank held as at 31
December 2013 towards loan & advances and
 ; 

 }*6
million.

6. OPERATIONAL RISK
In case of annual reviews, limits are to be
renewed at one level down if there is no
material change or increase in the exposure.

Credit risk mitigation:
Credit risk mitigation (CRM) encompasses
collateral management and credit guarantee
arrangements. The policies and processes for
on- and off-balance sheet netting (and the
extent to which the Bank makes use of them);
policies and processes for collateral valuation
and management; and a description of the main
types of collateral taken are described below.
In respect of real estate collateral, two
valuations are obtained if the value of collateral
exceeds a particular level: the lowest valuation
is used. The Bank also has a mandatory
requirement to obtain an insurance policy on
real estate collateral (other than land) where
the policy is assigned in the Bank’s favor. Real
estate collateral is valued on regular intervals
on need basis based on the assessment of risk
and economic scenario prevailing.
The Bank normally accepts the following types
of collateral:
' ;[ 
}
;
V   ;
non income-producing assets
 =   ;^   [ ;
located in GCC
 Irrevocable and unconditional guarantees /
standby LC issued by acceptable Banks
 8<   <    ;   #
criteria
/<   ;  # 
The Bank also accepts guarantees of individuals
and corporates to mitigate risks, wherever
applicable and has a system of assessment of
their creditworthiness.
Management monitors the market value of
collateral at regular interval and requests

Operational Risk Framework
Operational risk is the risk of direct or indirect
loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal
processes, people, and systems or from
external events.
Losses from external events such as a natural
disaster that has a potential to damage the
Bank’s physical assets or electrical or
telecommunication
failures
that
disrupt
<  #     
losses from internal problems such as employee
   ]6$

problems are more closely tied to the Bank’s
        <   
    ~  
risks due to external events. Operational risks
faced by the Bank include IT Security, telecom
failure, frauds, and operational errors.
Operational risk is controlled through a series of
 ;  "V
segregation of duties and reporting lines,
operational manuals and standards. Internal
audit independently reviews the effectiveness of
the Bank’s internal controls and its ability to
minimize the impact of operational risks.
Moreover, an Operational Risk Framework and
unit were established during 2009. There is an
Operational Risk Committee that is the owner of
this Framework and holds responsibility.
$     
operational risk inherent in its key material
products, activities, processes and systems. It
also ensures that before any new products or
services, activities, processes or systems are
introduced; the associated operational risks are
properly assessed and mitigated.
}  # #
operational risk monitoring and
systems.

 
control
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}   
    
such as the Bank’s structure, the nature of its
activities, the quality of its human resources,
organizational changes, and employee turnover.
It also examines external factors such as
changes in the industry, major political and
economic changes, and technological advances.

control operational risk such as:
maintaining safeguards for access to, and use
of, the Bank’s assets and records;
ensuring staff have appropriate expertise and
training;
regularly verifying and reconciling transactions
and accounts.

$       ;
operational risks and has been implementing an
effective framework to manage them:

Reputation risk

 } 

X;}
 } 

'
 }
$}


 = }





Control and Mitigation of Operational
Risk
The Bank has established policies, processes
and procedures to control and mitigate material
operational risks. It periodically reviews risk
limitation and control strategies and adjusts the
     
;" ;
appropriate strategies in light of its overall risk
   6
Towards this, the Bank has implemented
Operation Risk Self Assessment (ORSA)
procedure for each of its business segments,
where operating risk related to each business



  

 ;
     
and documented. The action points arising from
ORSA are reviewed and reported at the
Operational Risk Committee on a regular basis.
The Bank also has Key Risk Indicators (KRIs) in
place and monitors these on a regular basis.
The Bank ensures that there is appropriate
segregation of duties and personnel are not
assigned responsibilities that may create a
]     <      
losses, errors or inappropriate actions.
The Bank ensures adequate internal audit
coverage to verify that operating policies and
procedures have been implemented effectively.
The Bank takes insurance cover to mitigate
operational risk, wherever applicable.
It also ensures that internal practices exist to
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Reputation
Risk
is
negative
public
opinion/reaction which could cause damage to
~  <  ;6}  
is one of the most complex risks to manage in
view of unpredictability, constant change in the
operating environment, personnel turnover and
multi-cultural environment that the Bank
 6 $  " "
monitors and controls reputation risk arising in
the following areas:
'
# 
 Perception of stakeholders regarding Bank’s
commitment to their interests
 Quality of products, services and sales
practices
 Reporting to stakeholders and external
agencies
5      
   
the public
There are policies and procedures in place to
manage and monitor reputation risk.

Business Continuity
The Bank has documented the Business
Continuity Policy (BCP) which outlines the
Business Continuity process to be followed in a
disaster
scenario,
and
undertakes
comprehensive testing of all its critical systems
and processes. The BCP aims to minimize the
severity and impact of a disaster while
continuing to serve both the business and
customers with a lowest achievable detriment in
service. The plan considers the following:
8   ;
    ;

  ~<  
 The resources required for resuming the
operations at the earliest possible time
following the disaster
* ;  #< 
the Disaster Recover (DR) site

7. MARKET RISK

Interest Rate
(IRRBB)

Substantially all of the Bank’s businesses are
subject to the risk that market prices and rates will
#     6

Market Risk Management Framework
The Bank uses a combination of risk sensitivities,
stress testing, etc. to manage market risks and
establish limits.

Risk

in

Banking

Book

The nature of IRRBB and key assumptions, including
assumptions regarding loan prepayments and
behavior of non-maturity deposits, and frequency of
IRRBB measurement, are given below.
Interest rate risk is limited for Retail Banking book
as they are re-priced with any change in the CBO’s
interest rate and for Corporate customer re-priced
in line with the market conditions.

Shares and investments
The Bank has direct investment in shares to
generate sustainable dividend income by identifying
high dividend yield shares. The investments were
made in 25 companies listed on the Muscat
Securities Market and the balance as of 31
December 2013 stood at RO 7,565,183 generating a
dividend income of RO 299,452. In addition, the
;^   }*  " 
and an unrealized gain of RO 804,998. During the
year the Bank has invested in other GCC listed
companies and the balance as of 31 December 2013
is RO 2,116,265.

8 V  <  "
 ] ;[" V  ;
date. Deposits that are insensitive to interest rate
movements are categorized separately. The
earnings at risk are calculated based on interest rate
V  ; ; 6 $       ;
the cheaper source of funds by way of customers’
deposits. ALCO along with the risk management
        
are monitored and reported periodically. Rate
# [    ; V  ;
gaps.

Interest Rate Risk in Trading Book
In its Islamic Window Al Hilal, the Bank has no direct
investment in shares but has invested in the Al Hilal
MENA Fund (an Islamic Fund managed by the Asset
Management Division of Ahli Bank SAOG). The
investments as of 31 December 2013 stood at RO
195,822 as cost price of RO 1.020 per unit and the
current NAV at 1.073.

Interest Rate
Framework

Risk

Principles

and

Interest rate risk arises from the possibility that
changes in interest rates will affect the value of
;    6 $  
exposed to interest rate risk as a result of
mismatches or gaps in the amounts of assets and
liabilities and off balance sheet instruments that
mature or re-price in a given period. The Bank’s
overall goal is to manage interest rate sensitivity so
that movements in interest rates do not adversely
affect the Bank’s net interest income. Interest rate
risk is measured as the potential volatility in net
interest income caused by changes in market
interest rates. The Bank manages this risk by
 ; ;;V  ;   
and liabilities through various risk management
strategies.

Interest rate risk in the trading book arises from the
sensitivity of interest bearing instruments to
interest rate volatility. Interest rate risk in the
trading book is monitored through notional
exposure limits, stop loss limits, and maximum
maturity limits, and is marked to market.

Foreign Exchange Risk
Foreign exchange risk is the risk that the foreign
currency positions taken by the Bank may be
adversely affected due to volatility in foreign
exchange rates. Foreign exchange risk management
is ensured through regular measurement and
monitoring of open foreign exchange positions.
Treasury takes every possible measure to cover
open positions created by customer transactions.
Instruments used to mitigate this risk are foreign
exchange spot, forwards, deposits, etc. These
instruments help to insulate the Bank against losses
      ; 
#  
foreign exchange rates. All foreign exchange
exposures are centrally managed by the Bank’s
Treasury and are daily marked to market. Limits
have been assigned with respect to overnight open
exposures, stop loss and authorized currencies to
monitor and control foreign exchange exposures.
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Investments in the banking book
The Bank’s investments will have to be within
the overall limits and restrictions as CBO may
prescribe from time to time.
However, the Bank has set up internal limits and
approval authorities at various Management
and Board Level Committees or the full Board of
Directors based on the product category like
Repo, CBO CD or Equity / Bonds, as a
percentage of the Capital Base of the Bank. All
investment proposal are routed through the
ALCO to the relevant approval authority.

not exceed a certain limit of its investment
portfolio in any particular industry / sector
groups listed below:
a)
b)
c)
d)

e)

Trading and retailing
Real Estate development, management and
rental income
Construction / contracting and building
materials
Travel / tourism, hotels, restaurants,
entertainment,
health
services
and
education
Warehousing / storage, logistics, supply
management and transportation, utilities
and Telecom
Oil and Gas
Banking and Financial Services
Conglomerates or Holding Companies
investing in any of the above business lines

In addition to the CBO restrictions on
investments by Banks, and such internal limits
as described above, the following restrictions
will apply:

f)
g)
h)

The Bank’s appetite for private subscriptions
and unlisted / unquoted equity is low, and any
  
   <  
on a case by case basis, and has to be approved
at least by the Executive Credit Committee and
by the Board if it exceeds limits structured as a
proportion of the Bank’s Capital Base.

This should include all proprietary investments
made through the Bank’s Asset Management
Department.

All investments of the Bank should be in either
USD or USD pegged GCC currencies and any
investments in other currencies should be
approved at least by the Executive Credit
Committee if it exceeds limits structured as a
proportion of the Bank’s Capital Base, after
review and recommendation of the ALCO.
Aggregate investments in all such currencies
should not exceed a limit based on the Bank’s
Capital Base unless approved by the Board of
Directors. This should include all investments
through any Fund Manager, or proprietary
investments made through the Bank’s Asset
Management Department.
Any investments of the Bank outside the GCC
  +=  #   <    
approved by at least the Executive Credit
Committee if it exceeds limits structured as a
proportion of the Bank’s Capital Base. This
should include all investments through any
Fund Manager, or proprietary investments made
through the Bank’s Asset Management
Department.
The Bank will try to achieve reasonable
#     5/=  # 
portfolio among the economic sectors, and will
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Any proposal that leads to contravention of the
above or any proposal for investment in any
sector or industry not listed above will need
approval of the Executive Credit Committee.
5 #    #       
transactions or trading limits must be made by
the relevant Business Line, approved by the
Credit
and
Investment
Committee
and
submitted to the Executive Credit Committee as
delegated. Any approval above those delegated
limits is to be elevated to the Board level for
approval. Any restrictions on investments as per
effective CBO regulations shall apply.

Investment Exits / Stop Loss (does not
cover
Asset
Management
Division
operations)
Exit strategies must be clearly outlined in all
investment proposals. In case of a change in the
exit strategy, approval from the same approving
body must be obtained. Sale of AFS
#  <    <  #
<5X'*6
Unless stated otherwise in the investment
application the tolerance level of a decrease in
the value of a liquid investment is a maximum
of 15%. Any holding with loss equivalent or
;  !   <     5X'*
members. In case the investment is witnessing

a material change (downgrading or expected
downgrade etc.), the Business Unit must also
notify the Credit and Investment Committee
outlining the action/remedial plan. Approval for
any loss in excess of 15% on liquid investment
Z         
original investment strategy), will need to be
obtained from CIC and ALCO.

Liquidity Management Policy

8. LIQUIDITY RISK

The Bank’s Asset Liability Committee (ALCO)
reviews the Liquidity Policy bi-annually and
submits recommendations for changes, if any,
 ~'_[ #* Z'_*\ 
review and submission to the Executive
Committee and Board as applicable.

$       <  
   <; 
in a timely manner and without undue effort
and cost through unconstrained access to
funding at reasonable market rates and without
affecting asset growth and business operations.
The following key factors are taken into
consideration while assessing and managing the
liquidity risk of the Bank:
V $    #  V# <  
funding sources, comprising a portfolio of
retail customers, large corporates and
institutions, small & medium enterprises, high
   #"   ; 
concentrations
or
correlations,
thereby
diversifying the funding base and mitigating
concentration risks.
- Based upon the past behavioral pattern
analysis of our main liabilities, management
expects large portion of customer deposits to
be rolled over at contractual maturity.
- As per the Central Bank of Oman (CBO)
directives, the Bank keeps at least 5% of its
deposit liabilities with CBO in the form of
clearing balances
- Commitments for loans and advances are
approved after taking into account the Bank’s
overall liquidity position.
The Bank’s projected liquidity needs are
analyzed, and optimum alternatives to manage
the liquidity risk are discussed and approved in
ALCO. The risk management department also
independently reviews and evaluates the Bank’s
ability to access liquidity from different sources.
The
Treasury
and
Risk
management
departments identify liquidity at risk, which is
monitored daily and reported periodically to
ALCO. Liquidity management policies and a
contingency
liquidity
plan
have
been
established by the Bank.

The liquidity management policy of the Bank is
intended to ensure that liquidity requirements
are prudently and effectively managed such
that anticipated and unanticipated funding
needs are met on an ongoing basis in a
controlled manner at the least possible cost.

There are a number of techniques which the
Bank uses to manage its Liquidity position. The
key ones are:
 ;      
&;  
8#   <
5    
&V   ; 

Stock of Liquid Assets
An adequate stock of high quality liquid assets
provides the Bank with the capacity to meet its
obligations while any underlying problems
affecting liquidity are addressed.
=     "   
 
    ; # 
established and agreed by the ALCO. The
;  #     X 5
portfolio is reviewed by the ALCO on a monthly
basis.

 

    

$    
  #
funding base, and monitors the degree of
#  << 

basis. Depositor concentration is reviewed by
the ALCO on a monthly basis.
The liquidity policy recognizes the inherent
value of the Bank’s longer term depositors. The
Bank seeks to establish strong and lasting
relationships with depositors and other liability
holders so as to foster a stable funding base.
Trends in liability balances by category are
reviewed by the ALCO on a monthly basis.
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The Bank also recognizes that an over reliance
on short dated inter-bank deposits can lead to
   [    6 $
Bank’s exposure to such deposits is reviewed by
the ALCO on a monthly basis.

Multi-currency liquidity
{         ;  
 ;     <"  
addresses the measurement and management
of liquidity in these individual currencies. It is
considered appropriate to consolidate several
(usually minor) currencies and monitor the
aggregate exposure expressed in base
currency.
When monitoring exposure in aggregate, the
Bank assesses the convertibility of individual
currencies, the timing of access to funds, the
impact of potential disruptions to foreign
exchange markets, and exchange risks before
presuming that surplus liquidity in one currency
can be used to meet a shortfall in another
currency.
Performance against limits is monitored daily by
Treasury with any exceptions being immediately
reported to ALCO members. Review of all
liquidity positions against limits is performed by
Head of Risk Management and Treasury based
 ;    <  $ &
* / 8  6
The Treasurer along with the Head of Risk
Management derives and documents the
&   <#   " <
on redemptions and withdrawal requests.
These are communicated to the ALCO for
discussion and acceptance.

9.

MATURITY PROFILE OF ASSETS
AND LIABILITIES

$    <
at the yearend are based on contractual
repayment arrangements. The details of the
    #    !66   
statements.

10. SENSITIVITY
ANALYSIS
INTEREST RATE RISK

The Bank computes interest rate sensitivity,
based on the contractual re-pricing or maturity
dates, whichever dates are earlier. The details of
the same are provided in note 31.3.2 of
  6

11. SUBSIDIARIES AND SIGNIFICANT
INVESTMENTS
The Bank does not have any subsidiary or other
;   #    !
December 2013 (except the listed equity
investments as mentioned in 7 above).

12. DISCLOSURE TABLES
1. Capital Adequacy Disclosures (Amounts in
RO ‘000s)
As on 31 December 2013
As on 31 December 2013

Sl.
No

Details

1

On-balance
sheet items

2

Off-balance
sheet items

Limit breaches
5    <       
Treasurer, the Head of Finance, Head of Risk
Management and ALCO members at the earliest
<
6$    
$  < 
$   
 The expected duration of the breach if still
current
Immediate action is taken to remedy the
breach. Should such action not be possible, the
5X'*'_* 6
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OF

3

Gross
balances
(book
value)

Net
balances
(book
value)

Risk
weighted
assets

1,353,892 1,353,892

1,161,390

92,816

92,816

59,542

583

583

309

Derivatives
(Banking Book)

1,447,291 1,447,291 1,221,241

4

Total

5

Tier 1 Capital

167,592

6

Tier 2 Capital

32,999

7

Tier 3 Capital

8

Total Regulatory Capital

8.1 Capital requirement for credit risk
8.2 Capital requirement for market risk
8.3 Capital requirement for operational risk
9
Total required capital

200,591
146,549
10,326
7,804
164,679

10

Tier 1 Ratio

12.21%

11

Total Capital Ratio

14.62%

2. Capital Break (RO ‘000)
As on 31 December 2013
Sl.
NO

Elements of capital

Amount

Tier II Capital

1

Paid-up capital

126,389

2

Share premium

-

3

Legal reserves

20

Undisclosed reserves

21

Revaluation reserves / cumulative fair value

General reserves

5

Subordinated loan reserve

-

instruments

7

Retained earnings **

8

Non-cumulative perpetual

22

General loan loss provisions / Collective
provision

15,090

3,160

Subordinated debt

17,503

1,044

24

Hybrid debt capital instruments

25

Total Tier II capital

preferred stock

-

Other non-distributable Reserve

-

Total Gross Tier I Capital

406

23

22,497

Stock dividend *

-

gains or losses on available for sale

14,743

4

9

Elements of capital

Amount

Tier I Capital

6

Sl.
NO

32,999

Deductions
26

50% of investments in the capital of banks
    "  

167,833

reciprocal cross holdings of bank capital

Deductions
27

  ; 

  

-

 

10

Goodwill

11

Deferred Tax Asset

12

Intangible Assets, including losses,

exceed 5% of the bank’s net worth for

cumulative unrealised losses recognised

#; #  

-

directly in equity
13

investments

Reciprocal crossholding of bank capital,
position of banks

28

(241)

Tier I capital after the above deductions

-

    "  

Total deductions from Tier II

-

Tier II Capital (Net)

-

32,999

 

30

Tier III Capital (eligible)

-

investments in commercial entities, which

31

Total Regulatory Capital

200,591

  =; 

  

3. Computation of Capital Adequacy Ratio
(RO ‘000)
As on 31 December 2013

of the banks’ net worth for aggregate of
such investments

-

Sl.
NO

Elements of capital

-

1

Tier I Capital (after supervisory deductions)

2

Tier II capital (after supervisory deductions

50% of shortfall in the regulatory capital
requirements in the un-consolidated entities
50% of · Investments in unconsolidated
<;    <

19



50% of investments in the capital of banks

# ;  #   

18

-

50% of · Investments in unconsolidated
<;    <

167,592

exceed 5% of the bank’s net worth for

17

29

  "

reciprocal cross holdings of bank capital
16

-

50% of shortfall in the regulatory capital
requirements in the un-consolidated entities

-

sub-total
15

the banks’ net worth for aggregate of such

(137)

 ; ]  

14

investments in commercial entities, which

(104)

167,592

and up to eligible limits)



  "

-

sub-total

-

Tier I capital after all deductions

Simple
Approach

167,592

* The Board of Directors has proposed stock
dividend of 2.5% and cash dividend of 7.5%. The
stock dividend has been reduced from retained
earnings and shown separately.
** Payout of cash dividend of RO 9.479 million has
been reduced from the retained earnings.

3

32,999

Tier III Capital (up to a limit where Tier II
and Tier III does not exceed Tier I)

4

Of which, total eligible tier III capital

5

Risk weighted assets – banking book

6

Risk weighted assets – operational risk

7

Total Risk Weighted Assets – Banking

1,221,241
65,029

Book + Operational Risk
1,286,270
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Sl.
NO

8

Simple
Approach

Elements of capital
Minimum required capital to support
RWAs of banking book and operational
risk

154,352

i) Minimum required Tier I Capital for
121,353

banking book and operational risk
ii) Tier II Capital required for banking book

32,999

and operational risk
9

Tier I capital available for supporting trading
46,239

book
10

Tier II capital available for supporting trading
-

book
11

Risk Weighted Assets – trading book

12

Total capital required to support trading book

13

Minimum

Tier

I

capital

required

86,047
10,326

Used Eligible Tier III Capital

15

Total Regulatory Capital

16

Total Risk Weighted Assets

As on 31 December 2013
Sl.
NO

Economic
sector

1

Wholesale and

2,943
-

BIS Capital Adequacy Ratio

18

Unused but eligible Tier III Capital

119,253

122,848

7,866

Mining and
quarrying

704

14,964

15,668

3,271

Construction

6,269

184,318

190,587

68,275

4

Manufacturing

3,726

70,873

74,599

9,924

5

Financial
69

59,382

59,451

-

2,721

82,008

84,729

1,184

Institutions
6
7

Services
Transport and
Communication

139

60,268

60,407

3,465

8

Personal loans

638

470,972

471,610

-

9

Non-resident
lending

-

18,683

18,683

-

Others

19

20,723

20,742

61,450

17,880 1,101,444 1,119,324

155,435

10
1,372,317

17

3,595

Loans

Off-balance
sheet
Total exposures *

3

200,591

– Whole bank

Overdraft

retail trade
2

for

supporting trading book
14

5. Credit risk exposure: Industry - wise (RO ‘000)

Total

14.62%
* Off balance sheet exposures pertain to letters of
 ;6

4. Gross and average credit risk exposure
(RO ‘000)

6. Credit risk maturity exposure (RO ‘000)

As on 31 December 2013

Sl.
NO

Type of
credit
exposure

Average
Gross
Exposure
31-Dec
-13

1

Overdrafts

2

Personal

3

Total
Gross
Exposure

31-Dec
-12

31-Dec
-13

As on 31 December 2013
Off-balance
sheet
Total exposures

Sl.
NO

Time Band Overdraft

Loans

31-Dec

1

Up to 1 month

894

105,022

105,916

58,983

-12

2

1 - 3 months

894

233,594

234,488

66,453

3

3 - 6 months

894

57,786

58,680

4,707

15,117

9,350

17,880

10,439

4

6 - 9 months

894

20,688

21,582

3,145

loans

450,511

410,606

471,610

437,039

5

9 - 12 months

894

20,252

21,146

10,361

Other loans

559,938

438,715

629,834

491,507

6

1 - 3 years

4,469

108,003

112,472

-

1,025,566 858,671 1,119,324 938,985

7

3 - 5 years

4,469

58,344

62,813

11,786

8

Over 5 years

4,472

497,755

502,227

-

17,880 1,101,444 1,119,324

155,435

Total
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Gross exposure: Provisioning distribution (RO ‘000)
As on 31 December 2013

1

Gross
loans

Economic
sector

Sl.
No

Provision Advances
written
/ reserve
off
made
$  
during
during
provision Reserve the year the year
held interest

Wholesale and
retail trade

2

Portfolio based
Of
provision
which,
/reserves*
NPLs

122,848

86

1,228

20

4

15,668
190,587

1,159

157
1,894

355

52

146

-

(71)

-

694

-

Mining and
quarrying

3

Construction

4

Manufacturing

5

Transport &

74,599

-

746

-

-

262

486

599

262

43

-

Communication

60,407

173

-

6

Financial
institution

59,451

-

595

-

-

263

7

Services

84,729

1,878

829

448

85

251

-

8

Personal Loans

471,610

7,235

8,648

4,138

453

2,929

1,831

9

Non-Resident
18,683

-

187

-

-

(80)

-

20,742

-

207

-

-

(3)

22

1,119,324

10,844

15,090

5,223

637

Lending
10

Others
Total

4,564

1,853

* The Bank has set aside an amount of RO 6.543 million as a non-distributable loan loss reserve towards
'* V   
 

   !8  <! 6

 



   

   !"""#
As on 31 December 2013

Sl.
No

Countries

1

Oman

2

Other Countries
Total

Gross
loans

Portfolio based
Of
provision
which,
NPLs /reserves*

Provision Advances
written
/ reserve
off
made
$  
during
during
provision Reserve
held interest the year the year

1,100,632

10,844

14,903

5,223

637

4,484

18,692

-

187

-

-

80

-

1,119,324

10,844

15,090

5,223

637

4,564

1,853

1,853
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Movements in gross loans during the year (RO ‘000)
As on 31 December 2013
Sl. Details
No
1 Opening balance
2 Migration/changes (+/-)
3 New loans
4 Recovery of loans
5 Loans written off
6 Closing balance
7 Provisions/reserves
8 Reserve Interest

Performing
loans

SubStandard

Doubtful

Loss

Total

4,345

2,441

3,348

938,985

(3,239)

2,618

3,661

-

-

130

389,908

928,851
(3,040)
389,778
(207,109)
-

(234)
(1)

(346)
-

(27)
(1,852)

(207,716)
(1,553)

1,108,480

871

4,713

5,260

1,119,324

15,090

215

1,623

3,382

20,310

-

14

166

457

637

13. BASEL III CAPITAL DISCLOSURE
The below capital disclosures are prepared in accordance with the requirements of the CBO Circular BM
1114 ‘Regulatory Capital and Composition of Capital Disclosure Requirements under Basel III’ issued on
17 November 2013.

13.1 THE 3 STEP APPROACH TO RECONCILIATION
     ; 

  

  'V

on composition of capital disclosure requirements issued along with the CBO Circular BM 1114. In step 1,
the accounting consolidation is identical to regulatory consolidation therefore the capital reconciliation is
started from step 2 onwards.
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Step 2: Expansion of Balance Sheet under Regulatory Scope of Consolidation
Table 2b – Expansion of Balance Sheet Under Regulatory Scope of Consolidation (RO ‘000)

Year ended 31 December 2013

Published
 
statements

Assets
43,475
Cash and balances with CBO
81,483
Balance with banks and money at call & short notice
80,608
Investments, of which:
51,750
Available for Sale
28,858
Held for Trading
1,104,917
Loans and advances – Net, of which:
- Loans and advances to domestic banks
- Loans and advances to non-resident banks
- Loans and advances to domestic customers
- Loans and advances to non-resident for operations abroad
- Loans and advances to SMEs
- Financing from Islamic banking window
- Provision against Loans and Advances, of which:
V=     # }#  
- Amount eligible for T2
16,576
Fixed assets
12,322
Other assets
104
Deferred tax assets
1,339,485
Total Assets
Capital & Liabilities
126,389
Paid-up Capital, of which:
- Amount eligible for CET1
58,506
Reserves & Surplus; of which
14,743
- Amount eligible for CET1 (Legal reserve)
22,497
- Amount eligible for CET1 (Subordinated debt reserve)
13,683
- Amount eligible for CET1 (Retained earnings)
- Proposed cash dividend (Removed from retained earnings)
6,543
- Amount eligible for T2 (General loan loss reserve)
1,040
- Amount eligible for T2 (Investments Fair value gains)
- AFS investments fair value loss (CET1 adjustment)
- AFS investments fair value gain unutilized
184,895
Total Capital
96,401
Deposits from banks
955,055
Customer deposits, of which
- Deposits for customers
- Deposits of Islamic Banking window
28,875
Borrowings, of which:
28,875
From banks
Borrowings in form of bonds, Debentures & sukuks, of which 40,000
- Amount eligible for T2
- Amount ineligible for T2
34,259
Other liabilities & provisions
1,339,485
TOTAL

Under
Regulatory
scope of
consolidation

43,475
81,483
80,608
51,750
28,858
1,104,917
5,393
1,925
1,019,101
16,767
17,612
58,526
(14,407)
(5,860)
(8,547)
16,576
12,322
104
1,339,485

Reference

a
b

c
126,389
126,389
58,506
14,743
22,497
4,204
9,479
6,543
406
(137)
771
184,895
96,401
955,055
944,043
11,012
28,875
28,875
40,000
17,503
22,497
34,259
1,339,485

d
e
f
g
h
i

j
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Step 3: Step Reconciliation of Regulatory Capital:
Common Equity Tier 1 Capital: Instruments and reserves (RO’ 000)

Component
of regulatory
capital
reported by
Bank

Source
based on
reference
numbers/lett
ers of the
balance
sheet under
the
regulatory
scope of
consolidation
from step 2

1

Directly issued qualifying common share (and equivalent for non
-joint stock companies) capital plus related stock surplus
2 Retained earnings
3 Accumulated other comprehensive income (and other
reserves)
4 Common Equity Tier 1 capital before regulatory adjustmments
5 Prudential valuation adjustments
8[   <[ ;
those arising from temporary differences (net of related tax
liability)
7 Total regulatory adjustments to Common equity Tier 1
8 Common Equity Tier 1 capital (CET1)

(104)
(241)
167,592

b

Additional Tier 1 capital: instruments
9 Additional Tier 1 capital (AT1)
Tier 1 capital (T1 = CET1 + AT1)

167,592

-

Tier 2 capital: instruments and provisions
10 Directly issued qualifying Tier 2 instruments plus related stock
surplus
11 Provisions
12 Fair value reserve of AFS investments
Tier 2 capital before regulatory adjustments
Tier 2 capital: regulatory adjustments
Tier 2 capital (T2)
Total capital (TC = T1 + T2)
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126,389
4,204
37,240
167,833
(137)

17,503
15,090
406
32,999
32,999
200,591

c
f
d+e

i

j
a+g
h

13.2 MAIN FEATURES OF REGULATORY CAPITAL
Table below discloses the key features of all the regulatory capital issued by the Bank;

1 Ahli Bank SAOG
2 +  Z; '+=" =


<;    #   \
3 Governing
law(s)
of
the
instrument
Regulatory treatment

4 Transitional Basel III rules

Common Equity
Share Capital

Subordinated
Bonds

Subordinated
debt

NA

NA

NA

The laws of
Oman in the
form of Royal
Decrees,
Ministerial
Decisions
and CMA
and CBO
Regulations

The laws of
Oman in the
form of Royal
Decrees,
Ministerial
Decisions
and CMA
and CBO
Regulations

The laws of
Oman in the
form of Royal
Decrees,
Ministerial
Decisions
and CMA
and CBO
Regulations

Tier II

Tier II

Ineligible
Solo
Private Placement
of Subordinated
Bonds

Ineligible
Solo
Private
Placement
of Subordinated
debt

RO 13.686
million
RO 35.000
million
Liability
amortised cost
16-Dec-10

RO 3.817
million
RO 5.000
million
Liability
amortised cost
26-Oct-10

Perpetual
No maturity

Dated
15-Dec-17

Dated
26-Oct-17

No

Yes

No

NA
NA

16-Dec-15
NA

NA
NA

Floating
NA
NA
Fully
discretionary

Fixed
5.50%
No
Partially
discretionary

Fixed
5.75%
No
Partially
discretionary

No
Noncumulative
Non-convertible
NA
NA
NA

No
Noncumulative
Non-convertible
NA
NA
NA

No
Noncumulative
Non-convertible
NA
NA
NA

NA

NA

NA

6 Eligible at solo/group/group & solo
7     Z    <    <
each jurisdiction)

Common Equity
Tier 1
Common Equity
Tier 1
Solo
Common Equity
Share Capital

8 Amount recognised in regulatory capital
(Currency in mil, as of most recent reporting
date)

126.389 million

9 Par value of instrument

126.389 million

5 Post-transitional Basel III rules

10 5

;   

11 Original date of issuance

12 Perpetual or dated
13 Original maturity date
14 Issuer call subject to prior supervisory
approval
15 Optional call date, contingent call dates and
redemption amount
16 Subsequent call dates, if applicable
Coupons / dividends
17 /[ ] ;#  
18 Coupon rate and any related index
19 Existence of a dividend stopper
20 Fully discretionary, partially discretionary or
mandatory
21 Existence of step up or other incentive to
redeem
22 Noncumulative or cumulative
23 Convertible or non-convertible
24 If convertible, conversion trigger (s)
25 If convertible, fully or partially
26 If convertible, conversion rate
27 If convertible, mandatory or optional
conversion

Shareholders'
Equity
Bank started
operations in 1997
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13.2 MAIN FEATURES OF REGULATORY CAPITAL (continued)

28 If

convertible,

specify

instrument

Common Equity

Subordinated

Subordinated

Share Capital

Bonds

debt

NA

NA

NA
NA

type

convertible into
29 If convertible, specify issuer of instrument it

NA

NA

Yes

No

No

Statutory

Contractual

Contractual

converts into
30 Write-down feature
31 If write-down, write-down trigger(s)
32 If write-down, full or partial
33 If write-down, permanent or temporary

approach

approach

approach

Write down fully

May be written

May be written

down partially

down partially

Permanent

Permanent

Permanent

NA

NA

NA

34 If temporary write-down, description of write-up
mechanism
35 Position in subordination hierarchy in liquidation
Common Equity

Common Equity

NA

Share Capital

Share Capital

36 Non-compliant transitioned features

No

No

No

37 If yes, specify non-compliant features

NA

NA

NA

(specify instrument type immediately senior to
instrument)

13.3 DISCLOSURE TEMPLATE DURING THE TRANSITION PHASE
Table below is prepared using the disclosure template to be used during transition of regulatory adjustments;

Basel III common disclosure template to be used during the transition of
regulatory adjustments (i.e. from 1 January 2013 to 31 December 2018)

AMOUNTS
SUBJECT TO
PRE-BASEL III

(RO'000)

TREATMENT

126,389

-

4,204

-

37,240

-

non-joint stock companies)

-

-

Public sector capital injections grandfathered until 1 January 2018

-

-

-

-

Common Equity Tier 1 capital: instruments and reserves
1

Directly issued qualifying common share capital (and equivalent for non-joint
stock companies) plus related stock surplus

2

Retained earnings

3

Accumulated other comprehensive income (and other reserves)

4

Directly issued capital subject to phase out from CET1 (only applicable to

5

Common share capital issued by subsidiaries and held by third parties
(amount allowed in group CET1)

6

Common Equity Tier 1 capital before regulatory adjustments

Common Equity Tier 1 capital: regulatory adjustments
7 Prudential valuation adjustments
8

Goodwill (net of related tax liability)

9

Other intangibles other than mortgage-servicing rights (net of related tax
liability)

10 8 [       < [ ;   ;

167,833
(137)

-

-

-

(104)

-

from temporary differences (net of related tax liability)
11 'V] ;#

-

-

12 Shortfall of provisions to expected losses

-

-

13 Securitisation gain on sale (as set out in paragraph 14.9 of CP-1)

-

-
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Basel III common disclosure template to be used during the transition of
regulatory adjustments (i.e. from 1 January 2013 to 31 December 2018)

AMOUNTS
SUBJECT TO
PRE-BASEL III
TREATMENT
(RO'000)

Common Equity Tier 1 Capital: regulatory adjustments (continued)
14
15
16
17
18

19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28
29

Gains and losses due to changes in own credit risk on fair valued liabilities.
8V<  
Investments in own shares (if not already netted off paid-in capital on
reported balance sheet)
Reciprocal cross-holdings in common equity
#       <;"  "    
entities that are outside the scope of regulatory consolidation, net of
eligible short positions, where the bank does not own more than 10% of
the issued share capital (amount above 10% threshold)
=;  #   
    <;"  "
insurance and takaful entities that are outside the scope of regulatory
consolidation, net of eligible short positions (amount above 10% threshold)
Mortgage Servicing rights (amount above 10% threshold)
Deferred tax assets arising from temporary differences (amount above
10% threshold, net of related tax liability)
Amount exceeding the 15% threshold
 ; # 
   
of which: mortgage servicing rights
of which: deferred tax assets arising from temporary differences
    ;  
REGULATORY ADJUSTMENTS APPLIED TO COMMON EQUITY TIER 1 IN
RESPECT OF AMOUNTS SUBJECT TO PRE BASEL III TREATMENT
Of which: [INSERT NAME OF ADJUSTMENT]
Of which: [INSERT NAME OF ADJUSTMENT]
Of which: [INSERT NAME OF ADJUSTMENT]
Regulatory adjustments applied to Common Equity Tier 1 due to
 5 $!$  #  
Total regulatory adjustments to Common equity Tier 1
Common Equity Tier 1 capital (CET1)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(241)
167,592

-

Additional Tier 1 Capital regulatory adjustments
30
31
32
33
34

35
36

Directly issued qualifying Additional Tier 1 instruments plus related stock
surplus
    < ;
  <  < ;
Directly issued capital instruments subject to phase out from Additional
Tier 1
Additional Tier 1 instruments (and CET1 instruments not included in row 5)
issued by subsidiaries and held by third parties (amount allowed in group
AT1)
of which: instruments issued by subsidiaries subject to phase out
Additional Tier 1 capital before regulatory adjustments

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Additional Tier 1 Capital: regulatory adjustments
37
38

Investments in own Additional Tier 1 instruments
Reciprocal cross-holdings in Additional Tier 1 instruments
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AMOUNTS
SUBJECT TO
PRE-BASEL III
TREATMENT
(RO'000)

Basel III common disclosure template to be used during the transition of
regulatory adjustments (i.e. from 1 January 2013 to 31 December 2018)

Additional Tier 1 Capital: regulatory adjustments (continued)
39 #       <;"  "    
entities that are outside the scope of regulatory consolidation, net of
eligible short positions, where the bank does not own more than 10% of
the issued common share capital of the entity (amount above 10%
threshold)
40 =; #    <;" " 
takaful entities that are outside the scope of regulatory consolidation (net
of eligible short positions)
41     ;  
REGULATORY ADJUSTMENTS APPLIED TO ADDITIONAL TIER 1 IN RESPECT
OF AMOUNTS SUBJECT TO PRE-BASEL III TREATMENT
OF WHICH: [INSERT NAME OF ADJUSTMENT]
OF WHICH: [INSERT NAME OF ADJUSTMENT]
OF WHICH: [INSERT NAME OF ADJUSTMENT]
42 };    5 $!  $
2 to cover deductions
43 Total regulatory adjustments to Additional Tier 1 capital
44 Additional Tier 1 capital (AT1)
45 Tier 1 capital (T1 = CET1 + AT1)

-

-

-

-

-

-

167,592

-

*17,503

-

15,496
32,999

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

32,999
200,591

-

Tier 2 capital: instruments and provisions
46 Directly issued qualifying Tier 2 instruments plus related stock surplus
47 Directly issued capital instruments subject to phase out from Tier 2
48 Tier 2 instruments (and CET1 and AT1 instruments not included in rows 5
or 34) issued by subsidiaries and held by third parties (amount allowed in
group Tier 2)
49 of which: instruments issued by subsidiaries subject to phase out
50 Provisions
51 Tier 2 capital before regulatory adjustments
Tier 2 capital regulatory adjustments
52 Investments in own Tier 2 instruments
53 Reciprocal cross-holdings in Tier 2 instruments
54 #       <;"  "    
entities that are outside the scope of regulatory consolidation, net of
eligible short positions, where the bank does not own more than 10% of
the issued common share capital of the entity (amount above the 10%
threshold)
55 =;  #      <;"  "   
takaful entities that are outside the scope of regulatory consolidation (net
of eligible short positions)
56     ;  
REGULATORY ADJUSTMENTS APPLIED TO TIER 2 IN RESPECT OF
AMOUNTS SUBJECT TO PRE-BASEL III TREATMENT
OF WHICH: [INSERT NAME OF ADJUSTMENT]
OF WHICH: [INSERT NAME OF ADJUSTMENT]
OF WHICH: [INSERT NAME OF ADJUSTMENT]
57 Total regulatory adjustments to Tier 2 capital
58 Tier 2 capital (T2)
59 Total capital (TC = T1 + T2)

* Subordinated Bonds of RO 35 million, issued in 2010; recognized in T2 RO 13.686 million; 100% phase out by end of 2015
Subordinated debt of RO 5 million, issued in 2010; recognized in T2 RO 3.817 million; 100% phase out by end of 2017
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Basel III common disclosure template to be used during the transition of
regulatory adjustments (i.e. from 1 January 2013 to 31 December 2018)

AMOUNTS
SUBJECT TO
PRE-BASEL III
(RO'000)
TREATMENT

60
60a
60b
60c

RISK WEIGHTED ASSETS IN RESPECT OF AMOUNTS SUBJECT TO PRE-BASEL
1,372,317
III TREATMENT
OF WHICH: [INSERT NAME OF ADJUSTMENT]
OF WHICH: …
1,372,317
Total risk weighted assets (60a+60b+60c)
1,221,241
Of which: Credit risk weighted assets
86,047
Of which: Market risk weighted assets
65,029
Of which: Operational risk weighted assets

Capital Ratios
61 Common Equity Tier 1 (as a percentage of risk weighted assets)
62 Tier 1 (as a percentage of risk weighted assets)
63 Total capital (as a percentage of risk weighted assets)
64     < Z   '_$!    
conservation buffer plus countercyclical buffer requirements plus G-SIB buffer
requirement expressed as a percentage of risk weighted assets)
65 of which: capital conservation buffer requirement
66  <       < 
67 of which: D-SIB/G-SIB buffer requirement
68 Common Equity Tier 1 available to meet buffers (as a percentage of risk
weighted assets
National minima (if different from Basel III)
69 National Common Equity Tier 1 minimum ratio (if different from Basel 3
minimum)
70 National Tier 1 minimum ratio (if different from Basel 3 minimum)
71 National total capital minimum ratio (if different from Basel 3 minimum)

-

-

12.21%
12.21%
14.62%

-

-

-

-

12%

-

3,778
-

-

104

-

15,266
15,090

-

-

-

Amounts below the thresholds for deduction
(before risk weighting)
72
73
74
75

 V; #      
=; # 
   
Mortgage servicing rights (net of related tax liability)
Deferred tax assets arising from temporary differences (net of related tax
liability)
Applicable caps on the inclusion of provisions in Tier 2
76 Provisions eligible for inclusion in Tier 2 in respect of exposures subject to
standardised approach (prior to application of cap)
77 Cap on inclusion of provisions in Tier 2 under standardised approach
78 Provisions eligible for inclusion in Tier 2 in respect of exposures subject to
internal ratings-based approach (prior to application of cap)
79 Cap for inclusion of provisions in Tier 2 under internal ratings-based approach
Capital instruments subject to phase-out arrangements
(only applicable between 1 Jan 2018 and 1 Jan 2022)
80 Current cap on CET1 instruments subject to phase out arrangements
81 Amount excluded from CET1 due to cap (excess over cap after redemptions and
maturities)
82 Current cap on AT1 instruments subject to phase out arrangements
83 Amount excluded from AT1 due to cap (excess over cap after redemptions and
maturities)
84 Current cap on T2 instruments subject to phase out arrangements
85 Amount excluded from T2 due to cap (excess over cap after redemptions and
maturities)

-
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The Basel II, Pillar III report is prepared in accordance with the requirements of Basel II, Pillar III
disclosures as set out in the CBO circulates BM 1009 and BM 1027.
Basel III capital disclosures are prepared in accordance with CBO Circular BM 1114 ‘Regulatory Capital and
Composition of Capital Disclosure Requirements under Basel III’ issued on 17 November 2013.

For Ahli Bank SAOG

Hamdan Ali Nasser Al Hinai
Chairman
Date: 20th January 2014
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